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Abstract 

Litrerature stable branch of literature that sttrengthand perseverance of the people is 

to  defend aspirations. During the stability of comtemporary poetry has many great 

poets and poems have used themes and motifs of literature on sustainability. Amina 

al-adwan including comtemporary Arabic poets sustainability, which struggles with 

pain and suffering of the arab nation and the enemay of oppressors lived. Much of 

her poems revolve around the Palestinian intifada. Her poetry expresses pain and 

suffering of the Palestinian mary and  the promise of a bright future and freedom of 

the Palestinian people filled victory.Sepide kashani character in the field of 

contemporary poetry Persian shah is also awakening the popular masses with 

outrageous poems and expose the crimes of the regim and eight years after the 

Islamic revolution and sacred defens poetry defended the Islamic revolution. Given 

the importance of sustainability literature and frequently used elements of resistance 

poetry in the lyrics of the poet, in this study is based on descriptive analysis and 

comparative approach, will be tried separately after the reading of books of poetry of 

the poet they reviewed adaptive, theme and content of stability in his poetry and 

explor similarities and differences to be extracted. A comparative study of the poet 

suggests themes of sustainability in court the themes used in their poems reflect the 

facts and events that the nation is in process of straggle and resistance. It looks like a 

call to awakening, freedom and martyrdom of the most common themes of the poem. 

Is the poet, but the differences in the method of presentation of the themes of this 

poetry to be seen. 

keywords: sustainability literatur, comparative literatur, aminah al-adwan, sepideh 

kashani.  
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